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Roberley Bell: In the Garden

Roman writer Cicero identified two different natures, the first, a primal unmediated 
world before man, and a second nature (alteram naturam) the cultural landscape of 
infrastructure. 16th century humanist Jacopo Bonfadio considered the garden a 
third nature, “where the utmost resources of human intelligence and technological 
skill [are] invoked to fabricate an environment where nature and art collaborate.”¹
It is in the constructed space of the third nature in which Roberley Bell operates. 
Through her sculpture, photography, and experiential installations, and over the 
course of twenty years, New York-based Bell has been exploring the symbolic space 
of the garden to question human nature, specifically the impulse to design our 
environments in nature’s likeness. Nature and its synthetic simulacra are her 
sources and her materials, in works including Listen, Second Nature, Arcadia Now, 
and Inside Out Bell collapses languages of landscape design and interior design to 
consider the idea of a “walled garden” through domestication, consumption, and 
the picturesque.

Adopting one of the intimate and quaint brick enclosures on the grounds of John 
Hopkins University in Listen (2002) Bell composed an outdoor sitting room flanked 
by oversized urns faced in Astroturf and decorated with artificial flowers.
In Arcadia Now (2000) at Wave Hill, Bell again employed a pair of sculptural urns in a 
privet-enclosed garden as a device to mount a conversation about the picturesque. 
Urns have been fixtures in gardens since Greco-Roman times. As containers for the 
cremated ashes of the deceased, they have historically served as solemn ornaments 
of reverence, taste, and refinement, used in gardens to inspire reflection. Placed in 
pairs along walkways or used to mark the entry of a garden, the abstracted bodily 
forms present a view of domesticated nature for contemplation. Bell’s monumental 
urns, akin to the jar in Wallace Steven’s poem, Anecdote of the Jar, represent a 
taming of the wilds.

There is something beguiling about a garden. Tales of the Garden of Eden and 
Babylon’s mythical hanging gardens have long captured imaginations of exotic ver-
dant paradise, while the sweeping elegance of an architecturally sculpted landscape 
in Tivoli or the overw helming exactitude of Versailles’ ornate geometries continually 
demand visitors marvel at the ingenuity of their hand-hewn construction. Designed, 
sculpted, and manicured, gardens are synonymous with the concept of the ideal, 
they represent victory over chaos and imperfection. The English word paradise is in 
fact derived from the ancient Persian term Pairidaeza – meaning a walled garden. 
Throughout history, terrestrial utopia has found form in the image of an enclosed 
garden as a symbol of harmony; where nature and culture live together hand in hand. 



“No longer wild,” Bell’s monumental green urns are not coated in an organic growth 
of moss or lichen, rather their vibrant hue is borne of the Astroturf that covers their 
curves. In her choice of materials, her process, and her conceptual practice, Bell 
continually stages and challenges binaries: natural vs. artificial – flowering cacti, faux 
grass, and neon pool floats make their way into her installations; and indoors vs. 
outdoors – windows, platforms, and topiaries are often employed to frame specific 
vistas. In troubling these categorical distinctions, she considers artifice in our world 
today and the concept of the “constructed” vista.

For a self-identified sculptor, Bell spends a lot of time photographing. Every day that 
she travels she takes a photograph from a window. While these photographs are 
never shown as her artwork, this daily practice seeps into much of her thinking and 
art making. For Bell, windows, like urns and platforms, act as framing devices, 
defining a view onto the elements. 

In his seminal book Gardens and the Picturesque landscape historian and scholar 
John Dixon Hunt discusses the picturesque as a mode of processing the physical 
world for our consumption, in that the “physical world could be seen more pleasant-
ly, occupied and visited more safely, if it were thought of as a painting.”² It is this 
concept of the processed view of “nature” as a domesticated and picturesque 
commodity for consumption that has continued to inspire Bell’s creative output. 

As such, Bell’s palette is best described, in her own words, as “off the shelf color.” 
The bright blue pool floats used in her sculptural stacks in Inside Out (2009), the 
colorful pinwheels in Anomaly (2007), and the hot lime carpet in The Shape of the 
Afternoon (2014) are straight off display racks at Home Depot. In these vibrant 
chromatic garden and waterscapes she invites us to consider the once natural origin 
of our consumer palette today. The ravishing pinks of an azalea bush or the grassy 
green of a maple leaf are nature’s vivacious perennials, emblems of spring in bloom. 
Vivid and bright, the colors sing of freshness and eternal youth – ever appealing to 
marketing campaigns – but unlike the plastic products in which they find them-
selves, in nature the same colors are fleeting. To quote Robert Frost, “Nature’s first 
green is gold, Her hardest hue to hold. Her early leaf’s a flower; But only so
an hour.”³

Anecdote of the Jar

I placed a jar in Tennessee,   
And round it was, upon a hill.   
It made the slovenly wilderness   
Surround that hill.

The wilderness rose up to it,
And sprawled around, no longer wild.   
The jar was round upon the ground   
And tall and of a port in air.

It took dominion everywhere.   
The jar was gray and bare.
It did not give of bird or bush,   
Like nothing else in Tennessee.
         
Wallace Stevens



The idea of eternal spring is one that many garden planners attempt to achieve, 
planting non-native species to bloom at different intervals throughout the year. Due 
to feats of irrigation engineering, the Hanging Garden of Babylon were said to have 
been a year-round oasis of lush green in the middle of an arid desert. In installations 
like The Shape of the Afternoon – titled after the shadows cast from her barn in the 
fading light – Bell engages the idea of time by presenting the natural cycle of 
seasonal change amidst a lustrous shellacked landscape.

Made of resin, her sumptuously colored Blob sculptures on view in The Shape of the 
Afternoon – protoplasmic shapes in hot pinks, blues, and greens – became vases set 
atop curved grey tables whereas the bulbous benches doubled as planters. The 
tabletop Blobs, crowned by a colorful outgrowth of lines, spouted plastic daisies 
whereas the benches housed weeping pussy willow trees. In contradistinction, the 
delicate and ephemeral pussy willow blooms told a different nature of time than the 
fixed plastic brilliance of the daisies. These juxtapositions remind us that temporality 
is manipulated in our world today, compressed and extended to accommodate 
commerce, it is yet another construction. In Bell’s fantastical gardens, time can be 
seen as a spectrum of color and shape. 

In keeping with her interest in presenting and challenging dichotomies, Bell’s most 
recent process bridges the “analog” with the “digital.” To create her blob-ular 
sculptures, she begins by sketching in watercolor and then sculpting clay models 
that are then drawn in a computer program and output in foam via a CNC router, a 
computer controlled cutting machine. At this point she then hand works the foam 
sculptures, further abstracting the forms, until they are ready to be coated with 
epoxy resin. The resulting polished veneers of the Blob sculptures highlight their 
obvious artificiality in contrast to more natural tree stump bases. This combination, 
in addition to their titles: For HM, for now (an homage to Henry Moore), and
For CB, for now (referencing Constantin Brancusi) position them in an art historical 
dialogue with early twentieth century sculptors like Barbara Hepworth, Jean Arp, 
Henry Moore, and Constantin Brancusi known for their biomorphically abstract 
sculptures inspired by living organisms. 

The Spring Before This One
Wood shelf, plastic fruit, shells, cast resin rocks

21 x 12 x 18 inches



As a result, the Blobs, like Bell’s flowering geraniums in Paradise Remade (2009) –
iterations of domesticated nature engineered for their resilience, color, and long 
lasting blooms – act as characters in a drama, performing in their own ‘garden.’ Her 
experiential installations, like the space of a garden or Thomas More’s utopian 
island, are an opportunity “to perfect a model of [her] own felicity.”⁴ By inviting 
residents of Kaliningrad to “replant” this brand of nature in the city, Bell has 
expanded her garden into the social space of the city. In her most recent installation 
at the Hermitage Museum and Gardens, In Conversation (2015), Bell again converts 
visitors to participants, encouraging them to consider the metaphysical space 
between the curated gallery and the sculpted garden by walking between the two 
– inside and outside, culture and nature. It is this idea of the garden, whether it is in 
downtown Kaliningrad, Istanbul or Norfolk, Virginia, as a symbolic space of utopian 
possibility, that Bell queries culturally accepted ideals of beauty, the picturesque, 
and what we might identify as our “natural” habitat today.  

Lexi Lee Sullivan
Independent writer and adjunct curator of contemporary art at the
deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum, Lincoln, Massachusetts.

¹ John Dixon Hunt, Gardens and the Picturesque: Studies in the History of Landscape Architecture
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1994), 3-4.
² Ibid, 4.
³ Selection from “Nothing Gold Can Stay,” in Robert Frost’s Poems, ed. Louis Untermeyer
(New York: Macmillan, 2002), 223.
⁴ Thomas More, Utopia, in Between Dream and Nature: Essays on Utopia and Dystopia, ed. Dominic 
Baker-Smith (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1987), 133.





Controlled nature (both human nature and otherwise) is the subject
of Arcadia Now. Gigantic urns, adorned with artificial flowers, mediate
between the terrace gardens of the site and the human-formed landscape.

arcadia now

Wave Hill, Bronx, NY, 2000
 
Steel with artificial turf and flowers, real flowers and Wave Hill Chairs





Left: Detail Arcadia Now
Right: Wave Hill Chair



Scenic wallpaper, El Dorado, designed 1849 
Designed by Eugène Ehrmann (French, 1804–1896),
Georges Zipélius (French, 1808–1890), 
Joseph Fuchs (French, 1814–1888)
Made by Zuber & Cie.
Rixheim, Alsace, France
Block-printed on continuous paper
Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum 
Gift of Dr. and Mrs. William Collis, 1975-77-1/29



Left: Arcadia Now
Right: Computer rendering by artist





Anomaly for the pond at I Park was inspired by the possibilities of reflection 
and the ability to perceive the mirror image existing below the surface.
The Flower Blob forms glide buoyantly over the pond on brightly colored 
inner tubes accompanied by pinwheels and decoy ducks. 

anomaly

I Park, East Haddam, CT , 2007

Dyed fiberglass sculptures, artificial flora & fauna, inner tubes, pinwheels
and decoy ducks





Left: Anomaly
Right: Anomaly



Left: Anomaly detail
Right: Floating Gardens of Xochimilco, Mexico City





Listen explores the dichotomy of inside/outside, as an enclosed garden is at 
once a room without a ceiling and a landscape without a horizon. Within
its walls the enclosed garden domesticates the landscape. The urns refer-
ence the body as a container of which the friendship garden is only a larger 
vessel. The benches, with their fragmented text, serve as reminders to place 
and time.

listen

Friendship garden, Evergreen House, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
MD 2002 

Astro turf and artificial flowers on steel urns, benches with bleached text,
aluminum engraved wall text and real plantings.



Right: Entrance friendship garden





Left: Listen
Right: Vintage photo from

the artist’s collection



Right: Exit friendship garden





Inside Out explores the relationship between the manmade and the natural 
worlds with a focus on the artifice of nature. The exhibition of colorful and 
intricate sculptures fills the five indoor galleries with a survey of recent work 
including the Flower Blobs, the Wonder Series, Other Landscapes and video.

inside out

Laumeier Museum And Sculpture Park, St Louis, MO, 2009 

Mixed media sculpture and video





Overleaf: Rome WIth A View
Right: Flower Blob #75



Left: Constantin Brancusi
The Sorceress (La sorcière), 1916-24
Walnut, on limestone base
44 ¾ x 19 ½ x 25 ½ inches
(113.7 x 49.5 x 64.8 cm) overall
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York
56.1448
Photograph: David Heald©SRGF, NY

Right: Flower Blob #83





Overleaf: Flower Blob
#65, #61, #63, #62 on flocked wallpaper

Right: Work in progress



I’ve spent the better part of the last decade in an ongoing visual relationship with 
the work of Roberley Bell. 

When I first became aware of the work almost ten years ago, I took note of the 
psychological and emotional play between interior and exterior space and how 
particular perspectives were used to suggest an expanse amplified by subjectivity 
and memory. These first works were subtle black and white photographic images 
residing within decorative floral designs. They were quiet but persistent images
that hovered before the viewer like something dimly remembered. Hardly heavy-
handed, they were serious. And then the postcards began arriving.

I started to receive cards now and then, illustrating a new work or installation by 
Bell, and I took a quiet thrill in recognizing that moment of the unexpected, the 
thing you didn’t see coming, the curve ball that provokes a double take. I think the 
first card I received showed a sunny, grassy area within which stood two large green 
urns seemingly realized in artificial turf with bases and tops adorned by pink and 
white flowers.  The whole scene was bracketed by yellow lawn chairs. It wasn’t
clear at first whether the flowers were real or not, though that ambiguity also 
clearly appeared to be the point.

What struck me, apart from the seeming departure from the previous photographic 
work I had known, was how wholeheartedly Bell embraced the language of topiary 
as a sculptural device. Rather than a droll, artistic intervention – say, plunking some 
implausible object into the landscape and remarking on our intrusive tendencies 
toward nature – Bell chose to articulate forms that, while sculpturally distinctive, 
could potentially be read as the furtherance of a landscape architect’s artistic 
gestures – and let’s face it, these forms were a kind of landscape architecture.
But I also began to think about frivolity – the frivolity of form and color and what 
role that might be playing in the work.

The urn forms would return in subsequent postcards, once again framed by a seat- 
ing arrangement and once turned on their sides. In all these installations, it was not 
always entirely clear where the line between nature and artifice was drawn and 
Bell’s sculptural insertions into real outdoor environments treated these real spaces 
as another sculptural plateau. During the period of these works, I never spoke 
directly with the artist about them. They were just picture postcards arriving in the 

Left: Flower Blob #73

Postcards from the Hedge*



mail, as though from someone on a long holiday in unexpected lands. Then the 
location of the holiday seemed to shift into the gallery sphere, as the same green 
urn forms transformed into mats that spilled out from bulbous blue seats. The
pink and white flourish of flowers remained, but other things like colored plastic 
inner tubes began appearing in her images, giving me pause for thought. 

And then we arrived in the city of Batavia.

Along with a group of curators jurying a 2005 exhibition, I entered Bell’s studio and 
met this new current in her work face to face in the form of a series of standing 
sculptures she had begun that she would eventually name the Flower Blobs. If my 
reaction to the regularly-arriving postcards was bemusement and surprise, I was 
startled to see this new work with a more acute sensation of the unexpected 
because it happened in person. 

The trajectory of her work was revealing itself to me and, though we did dozens of 
studio visits with other artists and I had entered the process without preconceived 
ideas about which artists I might exhibit, Bell’s work took a weird hold on me. 
Eventually, this new series would find itself sharing Hallwalls’ space with two other 
artists making use of the trope of natural-seeming artifice. Propped up on inner 
tubes, extended with pool noodles, adorned with artificial flowers and butterflies 
and often coated in thick and goopy layers of bright paint, these works plied an 
irresistible mojo.

And they were not irresistible because they were pretty. They are pretty – and 
there’s nothing wrong with that. But Bell’s use of surface appeal – the bright, glossy, 
candified sheen and the furried sections of flocked lushness – is a calculated ploy. 
These works used frivolity as a mannered device to subtly (or is that grotesquely?) 
veil what else might be going on in the works. Her use of color is always measured 
and sensible, but it’s also aggressive and it takes a little while for that first sensory 
blast to cool off and for your eyes to get accustomed to the visual language at play.
Then you begin to notice how many of the standing ones seem about your height 
and how they manage to appear alternately elegant and awkward. Which is not      
to suggest that they are anthropomorphic stand-ins for the audience but they are 
produced at a scale that draws an easy physical relationship with the viewer. They 

are intense, but never confrontational. Their central, “bodily” forms are the blobs at 
the heart of the cacophony, drawn from the recent trend of blobitecture, in which 
architectural forms are shaped to appear more organic than their component parts 
might initially suggest. Curiously, Bell’s works simultaneously evoke other art 
historical (and pop historical) forms, as though they were uncertain whether they 
pined to be a Moore, an Arp, a Brancusi or the headdress of Carmen Miranda.
So, if they are figurative decoys of us, they have a self-deprecating sense of humor 
about it.

These works also exemplify a tendency that has grown in contemporary art – in the 
past twenty years especially – toward a utilization of quotidian forms in a manner 
that seeks less to express irony or kitsch appeal (though it is impossible to entirely 
dilute their kitsch appeal) and more toward a hybridization of forms and colors. 
Commercial products have found their way into artwork for many decades, but their 
use as formal devices on par with any other artistic material is a relatively new 
development. While you cannot entirely dissolve irony any more than kitsch appeal, 
Bell’s recent works operate in a terrain somewhat beyond those two concepts, and 
even beyond references to Pop art tenets. The artificial, the plastic and the store-
bought are used here as tools of hybridized thought, visual and sculptural compo-
nents that are selected by the artist because they speak as effectively as a smear of 
paint or any other more conventional material. 

Where Bell had previously made the actual outdoors, in combination with real and 
artificial flowers, appear contrived and fake (however beautiful), she had now 
reversed the methodology and was employing obviously fake elements in a manner 
that was organic and natural-seeming, which sounds easier than it is. Bell is striving 
to make the artificial seem natural without looking natural. It might even be simpler 
to make some portion of the sculptures look convincingly real and blur the nature/ 
artifice divide that way. But Bell chooses the more challenging route of remaining 
true to the essential artifice of her materials. Her store-bought pool accessories, 
fake flowers and even motion-sensored chirping birds overtly advertise themselves 
as-is. In doing so, they succeed in expressing a cogent, internal logic.

The triviality of cheap commercial products is melded with delicate skill to generate 
new forms that, despite their artificiality, are credible and convincing entities.



While she had shifted her terrain back inside, this move would not be permanent 
and the fact that there was at least one more picture postcard to be received – with 
floating blob sculptures resting atop a placid lake – was a clue that interior/ exterior 
space was a malleable, fluid equation to Bell. That some of the blob sculptures now 
reside within small set pieces that evoke and invert her earlier exterior tableaus is 
no accident. Even within this shift, Bell continues to flex her forms. New clear glass 
blobs have appeared, into which flowers are plunked, overtly evoking decorative 
vases. Colored mats read as modular carpeting. Blobs which previously perched 
atop their own vertical stems now rest on tabletops, one of the legs of a table 
fastened to a decoy duck. 

The whole scene might suggest a catalogue image of better living in the not-too-
distant future, except Bell has also begun to introduce the real into this imagined 
living space. A real tree trunk topped by a slab of brilliant orange, with a faux orange 
tree emerging from it, stands as its own oasis in proximity to the main cluster of 
blob forms. There is a delicate, purposeful harmony to it all. The blob resting on the 
table is topped by a swirled line whose wild energy is counterbalanced by the Zen 
stillness of the pointed orange dots nearby. Even the “glass-vased” flowers, which 
underscore the broader themes of manipulating the natural world, are used with 
sufficient concision to prevent them from seeming trite or merely decorative.

Bell’s video of a window view depicts a cardinal in a lengthy battle with the pane of 
glass. As he endlessly attacks and retreats from his battle with this barrier the bird 
appears more avatar than avian further emphasizing both the real and artificial as 
well as the interchangeable realms of the interior and exterior.  That the first works
I knew—those serious-seeming black and white images – are exhibited alongside the 
campy articulations of the newer sculptures as well as this video is not as disjunctive 
as it might at first appear. The floral patterning that appeared in those earlier works 
reappears in this new installation as a broad swatch of wallpaper against which wall 
blobs are installed – though only on one wall in a room – with other sculptures laid 
against white walls, reiterating the dual impulse that reverberates through the 
works: interior/ exterior, serious/ preposterous, natural/ artificial. That no clear 
preference is defined may be a key point in the work.

Equally key to the work may be the awareness of unexpected beauty. Bell’s series of 
photographic diptychs (strangely enough, picture postcard-sized) documenting her 
walking tours through Salzburg provide a telling clue. They’re not exactly about 
landscape or nature, though they are shot in a landscape and often include nature. 
They seem to be much more about singular, intimate moments in which emphatic 
colors and compositions come into play for the eye, a mélange of the natural and 
man-made world that surrounds us perpetually. Situated alongside louder, more 
exaggerated works that explode in color and preen for attention, these innocuous 
photographs, delicate as the butterfly specimens that waft through other parts of 
the space, may be the ultimate revelation about the eye of the artist and the view to 
which that eye is rapturously beholden.

Appropriately, Bell represents her literal Salzburg walks as drawn lines inserted 
across the middle of these diptychs – long, irregular, unexpected lines, and never 
the same one twice. They are marks that literally document her journeys, but also 
represent the line Bell is perpetually drawing between the natural and the man-
made and it’s worth noting that it’s never a straight line. The terrain of nature and 
artifice through which Bell moves is always shifting. Their distinctions and propor-
tions remain in a state of enthusiastic, unfettered flux.

One of the first meanings applied to these works is that they remark upon the 
controls we apply in trying to shape the natural world and make it conform to our 
desires, and it’s wholly obvious and appropriate. But Bell’s meaning does not reside 
solely in a critical dissembling of our relationship to the natural world. It can’t, or 
else these works would not look like they do. Instead, she relishes the use of frivolity 
as a device to approach this idea. The duality of that process has, from the
beginning of this long series, been fascinating. To be artificial and fake without 
apology while veering toward something elegant, beautiful, and potentially sublime, 
is much like one of Bell’s Salzburg jaunts – a circuitous trajectory but one loaded 
with possibility.

John Massier
Visual Arts Curator, Hallwalls Contemporary Art Center, Buffalo, NY





Paradise Re-made is a participatory artwork that becomes a field, spreading 
out across the city of Kaliningrad like a landscape. It moves away from the 
object crafted by the artist and becomes whole only through the desire of 
the participants. The windows of the abandoned tower are adorned with 
blooming flowerpots. In the yard of the tower, the audience is invited to take 
home a plant from a table of flowering plants, and is asked to document its 
growth/ bloom over the summer months, sharing images via the web. 
Paradise re-made merges the historic site, artwork and audience participa-
tion into a shared public performance.

paradise re-made

Tower Kronprinz, National Centre for Contemporary Arts Kaliningrad, Russia,
The Night of Museums and the European Night of Museums May 15-16, 2009

Flowers with pictogram flower tags





Overleaf: Kaliningrad May 2009
Left: Tower Kronprinz
Right: Interior of tower



Left and right: Participants selecting flowers



Paradise Re-made project by Roberley Ann Bell has lit up the Kronprinz Tower in a 
night. Garnished with natural white, rose, red and violet pelargonium and surfinium, 
the unassailable monument has literally flourished during the Museum night.
The military citadel has capitulated to the triumph of life through the project of the 
artist, once again justifying its unique destiny – the citadel was built for
war purposes.

The Kronprinz Tower is a part of barracks, built in the middle of 19 century as a 
hunting link of Koenigsberg¹ defense ring. Magnificent fortification was erected 
upon the project of Ernst Ludwig von Aster, Engineer General from Berlin. “Con-
struction works were officially opened by the grand laying of the foundation stone 
on 15th October 1843, in 1849 the construction was completed. The barracks were 
built for Kronprinz 1st Grenadier Guards. The Guards were established in 1655 
under the Great Elector; the regiment was considered royal and leading in the city. 
It settled in the barracks in 1849”².

In 40 year time, the topicality of the whole defense complex Kronprinz, as fortifica-
tion building, was irretrievably out of date, as strategy and tactics of war fighting 
shifted dramatically. Barracks were rebuilt into housing and office facilities; from 
that time on lots of facilities found shelter there – police units, Koenigsberg police 
quarters, Military Treasury of Wehrmacht, storehouses, urban service. After the 
Great Patriotic War in the Soviet time a penal battalion was located there, then a 
tank maintenance regiment, in the 70s there were a nautical school, a dormitory, 
fishing industry entities, storehouses. In 2003 and 2006 military power finally wove 
the white flag to art; a tower-redan and a part of mansard of the Kronprinz barracks 
were transferred to the National Centre for Contemporary Arts for organization of 
the museum and exhibition area.

From 2006 with the support of the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation 
and Ford Foundation the National Centre for Contemporary Art carries an annual 
international competition “Kronprinz Tower: Second Advent”, where through
artistic interpretation of the monument (its architecture, historical background,
a new function in the future) we manage to draw attention of inhabitants and 
professional community to the Kronprinz Tower, a future residency of the Centre
in Kaliningrad. Perceiving construction works as an artistic process, owing to sharp- 
witted solutions of artists, we managed to display the monument from a new angle 
each year, include it into regional and European life.

Left: Participant’s documentation

Paradise Re-made**



In the Paradise Re-made project, the winner of “The KronPrinz Tower: Second 
Advent” competition, Roberley Ann Bell tries to get away from the object, created 
entirely by the artist. What really matters to her is participation of the audience, 
only viewers with the help of their will, kind-heartedness, openness could help the 
event to happen.

Absolutely by chance for us surfinium and geranium were selected in the green-
house for the Paradise Re-made project. Maybe because they’re the brightest 
flowering plants with a long blooming period. Or maybe because pelargonium (or 
geranium) is one of the most popular plants: together with a cat, this flower is at an 
every house window in the Russian province, embellishing window sills of city flats 
and offices, flower beds and lawns, gardens and datchas. Accompanying a man in 
reality, geranium is appreciated for its unpretentiousness, joy and coziness, which 
come along with it in the house.

Using these obvious advantages of flowers, inspired viewers to co-participate in the 
project, the audience visited the International Museum Night, in the frames of 
which the Paradise Re-made project was led. They were to come to the Kronprinz 
Tower next day and fetch an appealing flower together with a what-to-do-next 
guide. More than 50 people answered an invitation from the artist and took 
responsibility for the further fate of the flower – they were supposed not only to 
look after it, but also to record the process of its growth, blossom, etc, and send the 
data to the NCCA curators. It is no wonder that many flower owners are children, 
pensioners, workers from a nearby car store, students, workers, NCCA staff. When 
they chose a flower, they simultaneously humanized it, by the fact of talking with it, 
telling where it will live. At that very moment pelargonium and surfinium from the 
Kronprinz Tower were the happiest flowers in the world. Paradise re-made project 
didn’t only involve the viewers into the process of creating a work of art, but also let 
them feel emotional interactions with the world of nature, which are so wrongly 
forgotten, lost and erased by events of daily hectic life.

The project of  Roberley Ann Bell is one of the most benevolent and sincere projects 
of the international competition “The KronPrinz Tower: Second Advent”; it allowed 
to rearrange once again military paradise into paradise of art through art and direct 
communication with people. 

Elena Tsvetaeva
Director and Project Manager NCCA Kaliningrad Branch, at Kalingrad, Russia

¹ Koenigsberg City is a capital of the Eastern Prussia, it was merged in the USSR after the Great Patriotic 
War and renamed into Kaliningrad in 1946.
² Chechot I.D. Kronpinz – Art-Guide. Koenigsberg/Kaliningrad today, the KB NCCA, TranzitKRPO,
Yantarniy Skaz publishers, 2005

Apartment building Kaliningrad



Left: Flowers with pictogram instruction tags
Right: Participant’s documentation





Second Nature incorporates planted thyme as text growing through artificial 
turf panels accompanied by the classic icon of domestic shelter a house. The 
house formed of chain link affords a view in and through, though cannot be 
physically entered, suggesting mans attempt to mediate between the inside 
and the outside. The growing text Second Nature is Home references second 
nature as a landscape of manmade elements introduced into the world to 
make nature habitable.

second nature

Grant Park, Chicago, IL, 2004
 
Chain link fencing, cedar benches, and living thyme planted in letterforms 
growing through Astroturf on steel frames





Left: Hellbrunn Palace Garden, Salzburg, Austria
Right: Second Nature 



Left: Installation view
Right: Proposal drawing by artist





the shape of the afternoon

The Shape of the Afternoon transforms the roof terrace of the deCordova 
Museum, into a colorful sculpture garden where nature and its synthetic 
representation comingle. The installation, which utilizes bird decoys,
Astroturf, benches, flowering trees and resin Blob sculptures, invites a
questioning of the natural as it exists in our everyday environment.

deCordova Museum and Sculpture Park, Lincoln, MA, 2014

Mixed media sculpture installation





Right: For CB, for now



Left: For HM, for now
Right: Always Lime



Left: Color study
Right: Work in progress 





Right: Detail For CB, for now
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